ENERGIZE YOUR ENVIRONMENT.

THE ULTIMATE
FITNESS EXPERIENCE.
PRAMA is a revolutionary experience. PRAMA is a turnkey
system. PRAMA is versatile, as a stand-out feature within a
club, or as a stand-alone facility. PRAMA is also the perfect
solution for the creation of a micro-gym. PRAMA is simple
to use. PRAMA works. PRAMA means a completely NEW
and UNIQUE experience for your members. PRAMA is
innovative. PRAMA is profitable.
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WHAT IS
PRAMA?

PRAMA
EXPERIENCE.

PRAMA is not just training. PRAMA is
a fully functional purpose-built facility
featuring:

The PRAMA Experience enables you
to see our fully integrated system in
action, where our entire portfolio of
sound, lights, floors and walls come to
life to motivate and guide you through
a completely unique training session!

PERFORMANCE AND
FUNCTIONAL TRAINING.
LED ENRICHED
STATIONS.
PRESSURE SENSITIVE
FLOORS AND WALLS.
“DAY AND NIGHT”
LIGHTING OPTIONS.
All of the above controlled at the touch
of a button.
Sense it! Feel it!

CALISTHENIC
GAMIFICATION.
CALISTHENIC is the art of using your
own body weight and qualities of
inertia as a means of developing your
physique.
GAMIFICATION is the use of gamethinking and game mechanics in nongame contexts to engage users in
solving problems.

By maximizing the versatility and
productivity of every inch of PRAMA,
we encourage you to try it for yourself,
and join us in embracing the future of
fitness.

PAVIGYM’s
Really
Amazing
Multipurpose
Area
A versatile
training area.

PRAMA = ENERGY+ + PAVIGYM 3.0 + MOOD + SYNAPSE + TRAINING
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INTERACTIVE &
FUN FITNESS.
Now you can transform your flooring into equipment with
our technology.
PAVIGYMTM 3.0 is an intelligent and interactive floor with
integrated LED lights controlled by touch screen software,
enabling trainers to design and track their training sessions.
They can even control the lights and music at the touch of
a button. PAVIGYMTM 3.0 is the most fun and entertaining
way to train. Keep your members sweating and smiling at
the same time!
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INTERACTIVE.
With PAVIGYMTM 3.0 you will complete
the transition from “flooring surfaces”
to “active flooring” to “INTERACTIVE
SOLUTIONS”. You will be able to offer
an unforgettable and unique workout
experience at your club!
No more routine workouts. Your
members will be wide awake while
training!

SPRINT 3.0

SQUARE 3.0

FREE-SPACE.
Combine our stations and create your
circuit. Introduce Small Group Training
as it is meant to be, and in its purest
form. Addictive. Your members won’t
want to leave your community!
Using our stations as stand-alone
equipment, you can also organize
competitions, induction tests or specific
training sessions adaptable to all users:
· PAVIGYM SPRINT 3.0
· PAVIGYMTM SQUARE 3.0
· PAVIGYMTM VERTICAL 3.0
· PAVIGYMTM COMBO 3.0
TM

VERTICAL 3.0

5 DIFFERENT
MODES.
PAVIGYMTM 3.0 software includes
different modes to ensure the most
complete
and
amazing
fitness
experience to your members:
INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES: trainers can
provide sessions for specific fitness
needs such as agility, strength or
mobility.
INDUCTION TESTS: Help measure your
conditioning level.
PRE-DEFINED TRAINING PROGRAMS:
users have a complete express workout
(max.10 minutes) at the touch of a
button.
GROUP TRAINING: you can organize
group classes with PAVIGYM 3.0
incorporated in a circuit.
EVENTS: Users will enjoy and have as
much fun as they did when they were
kids!
FOR ALL FITNESS LEVELS!

COMBO 3.0
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THE FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAM FOR
EVERYONE.
PAVIGYMTM ENERGY+ is a ready-to-implement 12-month
packaged program with education, music management,
merchandising, a timing app (Synapse), a detailed
operations manual, and access to everything via our online
portal.
It gives you everything you need to position, price, plan,
design, promote, train, launch, run and succeed with Small
Group Training at your club.
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CREATE YOUR
MEMBERS
COMMUNITY.
Members train in small-to-medium
sized groups, creating a strong sense of
belonging and community. This social
interaction and member-to-member
connection will have a positive effect on
your member retention rate.
Users find this highly energetic and
social activity great fun, and very
addictive. Word-of-mouth will do the
rest. You can also schedule FOC trial
sessions for potential new members.
Provides an extra revenue stream by
implementing and facilitating additional
options for improved Small Group
Training, semi-private training, or PT
sessions.

EFFICIENCY.
We maximize your available space.
PAVIGYMTM ENERGY+ is versatile. It can
be run on spaces ranging from 10m2 to
300m2, and can be integrated into your
fitness room or studio.by combining
Square 3.0 and Vertical 3.0.

FOR ALL
OF YOUR
INSTRUCTORS.
We offer continuous training to
protect you against high turnaround
of instructors. PAVIGYMTM ENERGY+
delivers CONSISTENT quality training
sessions, with monthly content updates.
Face-to-face education, online learning,
and an annual program to bring it to life.
International instructors also become
part of our online community (Facebook,
Twitter, blogs).
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TAKE FULL CONTROL. EASILY!
Synapse connects the dots. All of them. Synapse is
PAVIGYMTM’s App that controls everything from your iPad.
Control everything from your iPad...the ambiance lights,
workout music, special effects, video and timer for each
workout.
Create the most amazing experience for your members.
Unique. Impactful. Simple. Effective. Just try it!
INTUITIVE. USER FRIENDLY.
You won’t need a manual or any additional explanation.
Synapse is easy to use, and includes tutorials to explain if
you ever had a doubt!
All in all, a simple to use powerful tool to take full control
of the room and entice the emotion, the experience you
always wished to convey.
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PAVIGYM MOOD.
EXPERIENCE ESCAPISM.
Imagine your favorite night club always
illuminated with white light. Just like
your gym!
The magic is gone. So is the emotion,
and therefore the fun. What a
disappointing experience.
PAVIGYMTM Mood helps build up the
emotion. LED lights, effective design,

Smart control with your Synapse App.
Control the emotion, color the
environment. You’ll easily give your club
members a pre-programmed series of
emotions. Exciting, impactful during the
work out, relaxing during the rest period.
Tell your story. Impact your member’s
emotions. Make it fun!
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ENDLESS DESIGN
POSSIBILITIES..
With PAVIGYMTM designs, symbols and markings, you will
maximize the use of your space while enjoying a handsome
return on investment.
Combining lines, curves and colors, you can create specific
areas within your club that will provide a stunning new look.
You can also create specific conceptual zones which will
bring life to low traffic areas, or insert your club logo to
brand your flooring.
Help your members train safely and efficiently, and ensure
they feel confident during their workout.
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FUNCTIONAL
ZONE.

TRAINING
CONCEPTS.

PAVIGYM™ Functional Zone means
offering something different to your
members.

With PAVIGYMTM designs and markings,
your members will be guided to the
correct position, reducing risk of injuries
and ensuring they get the most out of
their workout.

With PAVIGYMTM Functional Zone, you
will create a specific area for Functional
Training and Team Training, based upon
spatial references on the floor.
You will fit more members into less
space…your staff will be able to run
circuit training, or use the space for
different activities…you will create a
multi-functional area without major
additional investment.
A COMPLETE READY-TO-USE PACK
PAVIGYM™ Functional Zone can be a
complete training package; once you
get the flooring, we will train your
trainers, provide them with access to
our Private Area with more than 600
exercises and offer you creative and
professional marketing materials, so you
don´t need to worry about anything!

FLEX AREA:
A specifically designed area with vibrant
and comfortable flooring for stretching,
warm-ups and cool-downs.
PILATES AREA:
Works on mobility, stability and
suppleness based on the Pilates Method.
Users can diversify their activities using
the display to learn new exercises.
SPRINT TRACK:
The ability to combine SAQ exercises
with multi-jumps, directional changes,
strides, reactions and strength training.
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TECHNICAL FLOORING
SOLUTIONS.
What do you need from your flooring?? Protection against
Free Weights?? Marks?? Noise?? Heat?? Vibrations??
All of the above?? We have it all. The complete product
range to cover all your needs, and fit for purpose. One
company. One call. Problem-free.
Choose from our wide range of products and colors to get
exactly what you need for your club.
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A COMPLETE
SOLUTION
FOR EACH
ACTIVITY.
Fit for purpose, PAVIGYMTM develops
diverse solutions that adapt themselves
to every sports activity, embracing
technical requirements such as
resistance, flexibility, grip or slide.
Our secret is in continuously striving to
combine high performance materials
with the shock absorption and isolation
properties of air.
We offer a multitude of solutions which
adapt perfectly to any fitness activity.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS.
GRIP FLOOR: Guarantees the required
grip effect during suspension training
and other hard-body weight training.
SLIDE AREA: provides a low-friction
surface, enabling the development of
joint stability, strength and flexibility.

PAVIGYM EXTREME.
PAVIGYMTM EXTREME is the most
resistant flooring solution for heavy duty
weight training and free weights areas.
Developed with a specific combination
of PAVIGYMTM reclaimed components
and other rubber products, PAVIGYMTM
EXTREME gives the maximum level of
wear resistance and flexibility in this
category.
100% sustainable. We recycle 100%
of our waste, therefore caring for our
environment.

PAVIGYM VERTICAL.
If your floor just isn’t enough, we provide you
with PAVIGYM™ VERTICAL 1.0, bringing the
walls of your studio or fitness room to life
while maintaining design and function.
The new PAVIGYMTM VERTICAL 1.0 protects
your walls and improves the room acoustics.
· New elegant and energetic look.
· More comfort and softer surface textures.
· Acoustic and thermal isolation.
·
Two different product options for walls
or baseboards.
Both available with
TM
PAVIGYM Mood.
· Printable surface.
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THE LONG-LASTING
MAT.
Using our premium quality mats will ensure you also take
care of the minor details and leave your club looking
fantastic. The vast array of colors and textures means
COMFORTGYM mats fit with all decors and designs.
Your members will feel the difference and enjoy maximum
comfort during their exercise sessions!
COMFORTGYM STANTARD:
The perfect mixture of resistance and durability, combined
with an extensive range of colors and sizes. Customize our
quality mats with your logo.
COMFORTGYM DELUXE:
Its range of grained and wood-look colors makes it the
most elegant mat available on the market today. The colors
are innovative, exclusive and offer great aesthetics. Deluxe
also ensures maximum comfort, elasticity and softness.
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CHILDCARE FLOORING
SOLUTIONS.
Why don´t you also offer an ideal and
fun environment for children while providing safety, comfort and protection??
Let their young imaginations run wild
with fun colours and markings.
Protect them from bumps and falls,
stimulate their psycho-motor skills,
and activate their spatial, visual and
tactile perception in this interactive and
educational PAVIPLAY area.
PAVIPLAY CLASSIC
Children can enjoy a play-area in just a
few minutes by using PAVIPLAY Classic
Kits. The four colors and soft texture
offer stimulation for toddlers while
providing ultimate protection from
bumps and falls. For barefoot use only.

PAVIPLAY OUTDOOR
Protect toddlers during their playtime in
outdoor playgrounds and kindergartens.
PAVIPLAY MULTI
ideal for classrooms, psycho-motor
skills and multi-use rooms. With grained
texture and extra resistance, it can
be used barefoot or with appropriate
footwear.
PLAYZONE
The integrated markings on the flooring
offer an educational and interactive play
area for children.
The exercise concept for children
motivates them to move regularly and
further develop their motor skills in a fun
way.
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We at PAVIGYM are determined to bring the ULTIMATE FITNESS EXPERIENCE
to users of ALL AGES, BODY TYPES and LEVELS, by using a combination of
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY, inspiring DESIGNS, ready-to-use SYSTEMS and
results-oriented innovative PROGRAMMING.
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